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that has or is working on ancient writtings knows that as an absolate
fact and cannot dispute it.
The average American Indian will describe it as follows and it is
the reason why so much money, talent, and time has been given to it.
"YOU MUST BE ABLE TO PASS OP. WALK THROUGH 'IT’. ETEN THOUGH YOU CANNOT SEE 'IT' IF YOU HAVE
BEEN AWAKEIÈ, YOU KNOAI THAT 'IT' IS THERE. WILL TRI TO GET THROUGH. OF THE SAME FA?/ELI WILL UP
TO 'IT' AND ONLY ONE OP. WILL GO THROUGH. THEY
TO DO SO. IT IS LIKE THE BIRDS IN SUMMEIR WHO HAVE THEIR TERRITORIES AND
THEÍÈ TERRITÖRÍES THEY RUN INTO AN INVISIBLE WALL AND CAN'T PASS THROUGH."
This will be found on certain places as the Indian makes his
journey through THE CHEAT MIGRATION which accounts for the scientific
fa ct that there has never been a surviver of an ICE ACE outside of the
American Indian.
I don't care what religious belief you follow or at present the
one you are researching to follow, they all conclude to the following:
THIS IS THE LAST ONE! YOU WILL RISE UP TO(some say)ETERNITY;(other say)
IMMORTALITY;(stíll others say)EVERLASTING;(I heard them say)RESUHRECTION
Now! The reason they came up with all these funny words, is because
the translators hearing the legends who traveled by a cart pulled by a
horse so their GOD had to be one that also traveled by horse «and cart,
to be toldthat they would be taken up in a ship or vehicle into the
skies; they knew their followers would never believe it so they put
funny words into the wríttíngs then concluded by saying; to a more
perfect world. The word should be 'worlds.’
Growing up on an Indian reservation, I ’ve heard the legends that
m if I could
state I would return to the Planet my ancestors came fro
pass through the "VEIL" or’ *IT'
Among the Elite religious groups or Occults they believe it and

